Judd Parents Association (JPA)
Trustees Report
Foe the year to 31 July 2017
2016/17 has been another outstanding year for the JPA in terms of fundraising and
engaging with parents. A successful Judd Christmas Fayre and the ever popular JPA
Quiz in March were well attended. However, our loyal committee members
undoubtedly went the extra mile this year - especially in July with the challenges of
the Football Fiesta and Judd Ball alongside regular support for the many and varied
excellent music and year specific school events. These two fabulous events
reminded us how much parents appreciate the opportunity to engage with the school
and broader Judd Community. To capitalise on this, it is clear that with more
students, and a number of longstanding committee members leaving the school, our
efforts to recruit a bank of new volunteers to support our efforts must be a priority.
The idea of appointing a ‘PR’ volunteer to co-ordinate the JPA website and general
communications has been discussed at our meetings and will hopefully become a
reality in 2018 to ensure that momentum isn’t lost. In July, two excellent year 7
induction meetings resulted in numerous offers of help…and the future looks bright.
In terms of financial success for the academic year ending July 2017, we have been
able to contribute approximately £25,000 to the school including: interactive
resources for the language department, table tennis equipment, an ipad for sports
analysis, a significant contribution to a new minibus, JSTOR library resources and a
£10,000 contribution to the fit out of the new Ashton Building. This means that there
is more than £25,000 still available to support the school for new projects in the
academic year (2017/18). I would like to extend my gratitude to the amazing JPA
committee and parents who have made this possible.
The JPA walks continue to be an increasingly popular meeting point for parents and
in terms of new ways to raise funds, we have earned almost £1,000 this year thanks
to the Judd easy fundraising account. Our second hand uniform shop (SHU)
continues to provide a valuable service to parents and raises approximately £3,000 a
year. Thank you to the team who manage donations and provide a first class retail
experience on many a cold and sometimes wet Saturday morning.
There are too many people to individually thank in this report, but I have been
continually amazed by the support I have received and seemingly unlimited
willingness to ensure we are able to help the school in this way. Every hour of time
that parents donate makes a genuine difference to the scale of our ambition in terms
of extending engagement with our parent community and enriching the educational
experience of Judd students.
Our events are made possible by our partnership with the school. I would like to
thank Donna for allowing us to use the catering facilities, Alan and subsequently Nick
and the facilities team for keeping our logistics on track
As I and others move on, we look forward to a period of enthusiastic recruitment and
encouraging new parents to join the extended group of JPA volunteers…or the JPA
committee.

I would like to offer my personal thanks to the whole committee for giving me your
unconditional support this year - in particular to the deputy Chair who supports us on
a daily basis and in many guises. Finally, I would like to formally recognise the
members who will be stepping down and thank you for the personal contribution you
have made to the success of the JPA:
Thankyou
Julie Thomson,
Chair, Judd Parents Association

